
 

Educator Barkless Pro 
BP-504 E-Collar   

With Bark Counter 
 
 

2 Hour Fast Charge!  
Waterproof and Shock Resistance! 

8 Stimulation Level Mode (Tone, Electronic and Auto 

Mode) 

 
Get the Barkless Pro BP-504 Bark Collar for barking, whining or howling dog.  

https://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/bp-504-barkless-pro-e-collar 

 

 
3 MANUAL MODES – 8 STIMULATION LEVELS AUTO MODE – PAVLOVIAN TONE – TEST MODE  
The Barkless Pro BP-504 e-Collar features 3 modes that you can select manually. The automatic 

mode has 8 stimulation levels that will increase every 2 activations till it reached to level 8. The 

Pavlovian tone and test mode can also be an effective way to train the dog not to  bark too much. 
 
LITHIUM-POLYMER BATTERY FOR 2 HOURS FAST CHARGE  
You can charge the BP-504 Bark Collar for only 2 hours that can be used for another whole day of 

using it. And when charging, you allow to rest your dog’s neck to avoid rashes or skin irritations from 

prolong friction of the probe to your dog’s skin.   
 
FULLY SUBMERSIBLE AND SHOCK PROOF  
Even your dog loves water or is very playful, the Barkless Pro 

electronic collar is completely safe from water and shock 

damages. The housing is designed to be very durable. 
 
SOUND ACTIVATATION BEFORE STIMULATION  

The audible sound activates before stimulation is given on this 

Barkless BP-504 e-Collar for your dog. In just short period of 

time, your dog won’t need stimulations because your dog will 

learn to associate the sound with his bark. 
 
5 SECONDS DELAY BETWEEN ACTIVATING STIMULATION  
Another great feature on this bark collar from Educator is the stimulation will only activated and 

increases every 5 seconds that your dog starts to bark. This is to avoid giving false correction on your 

dog and still allows your dog to bark but not too much. 
 
VIBRATION DETECTION – YOUR DOG’S BARK ONLY  
A vibration coming from your dog’s vocal cords activates the bark control collar. Proper placement is 

required for a more accurate detection. 
 
SENSOR SENSITIVTY ADJUSTER  
The Educator Barkless BP-504 E-Collar has a sensor sensitivity adjuster that will allow you adjust the 

sensitivity of the unit to activate during your dog’s barking. This will allow you make guarantee and 

properly activating the bark collar on how your dog needs to be corrected and learn quickly. 
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